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By combining experimental dynamic scanning force microscope ~SFM! images of the CaF2(111) surface
with an extensive theoretical modeling, we demonstrate that the two different contrast patterns obtained
reproducibly on this surface can be clearly explained in terms of the change of the sign of the electrostatic
potential at the tip end. We also present direct theoretical simulations of experimental dynamic SFM images of
an ionic surface at different tip-surface distances. Experimental results demonstrate a qualitative transformation
of the image pattern, which is fully reproduced by the theoretical modeling and is related to the character of
tip-induced displacements of the surface atoms. The modeling of the image transformation upon a systematic
reduction of the tip-surface distance with ionic tips allows an estimate of the tip-surface distance present in
experiment, where 0.28–0.40 nm is found to be optimal for stable imaging with well-defined atomic contrast.
We also compare the modeling with ionic tips to results for a pure silicon tip. This comparison demonstrates
that a silicon tip can yield only one type of image contrast and that the tip-surface interaction is not strong
enough to explain the image contrast observed experimentally. The proposed interpretation of two types of
images for the CaF2(111) surface can also be used to determine the chemical identity of imaged features on
other surfaces with similar structure.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.235417 PACS number~s!: 68.37.Ps, 07.05.Tp, 68.35.Bs, 07.79.Lh
I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic scanning force microscopy ~dynamic SFM!
~Ref. 1! is a powerful technique for atomically resolved im-
aging of a wide variety of insulating,2–5 semi-insulating,6–11
and van der Waals surfaces,12 as well as for the highest reso-
lution imaging of molecular species on surfaces.13–15 How-
ever, details of the mechanism of contrast formation and
chemical identities of observed image features often remain
unresolved. This is mainly due to the fact that the tip-surface
interaction probed in dynamic SFM is determined by the
details of the tip atomic structure, which is very difficult to
establish directly. Understanding the various factors impor-
tant in resolution requires a direct comparison of theoretical
models with experimental images obtained with different tips
and at different tip-surface separations. The aim of this paper
is to test some of the long existing assumptions of theoretical
modeling of dynamic SFM on ionic surfaces, which are cru-
cial for an unambiguous interpretation of experimental im-
ages and for providing a complete interpretation of images
on surfaces such as CaF2.
One of these assumptions concerns the tip atomistic struc-
ture. Common experimental procedures for tip preparation
often include Ar1 sputtering of oxidized silicon tips, and
intentional or unintentional contact with the surface under
study. Hence, tips can be covered by a native oxide, residual
water, and/or constituents of the surface, and it has been
suggested to model tips by clusters of ionic material at the tip
end.16,17 An alternative model commonly employed in a
number of theoretical studies is that of a silicon tip with one
or two dangling bonds at the terminating silicon atom.18–21
This model appears to be more appropriate for imaging sili-
con surfaces where tips can be contaminated or deliberately
covered by silicon clusters.22
The ionic tip model implies that the image contrast is not
determined by covalent tip-surface interactions, but mainly
by the interaction of the tip with the surface electrostatic
potential. To achieve atomic resolution, tips should have
some atomically sharp feature at the end.23 Since this feature
can be terminated by either a positive or a negative ion,
image contrast may strongly depend on termination. In fact,
it has been demonstrated theoretically for ionic surfaces that
the sign of the electrostatic potential of the tip determines
which surface sublattice is imaged as bright.4,23,24 To prove
this conjecture requires an unambiguous demonstration that
two different types of images obtained on the same surface
are due to two differently terminated tips, and distinguishing
that from other unique rearrangements of tip atoms which do
not change the sign of the tip potential. As the real tip struc-
ture is unknown, this is impossible to achieve on highly sym-
metric surfaces of simple cubic materials like NaCl.23 Previ-
ous studies on the CaF2(111) surface demonstrated that high
quality experiment and theory can be combined to provide
unambiguous interpretation for characteristic contrast pat-
terns reproducibly obtained when scanning with a certain
tip.4,17 These studies established that the contrast pattern for
this system strongly depends on the atomic structure of the
tip and on the tip-surface distance. Theory predicts that with
a net positive electrostatic potential from the tip, images ex-
hibit a triangular contrast pattern, characterized by the posi-
tions of maxima over the fluorine ions, in quantitative agree-
ment with the experimental data.17 Here we complete
the study, and demonstrate that the two contrast patterns
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obtained reproducibly on this surface can be clearly ex-
plained in terms of a change of the sign of the tip electro-
static potential.
These results do not prove, but strongly suggest, that the
tip is covered by oxide or a CaF2 cluster, and support the
idea that the sign and gradient of electrostatic potential of the
tip are crucial for image contrast on ionic surfaces. This still
leaves a possibility that the tip is terminated by pure silicon.
To investigate whether this model could also explain the ex-
perimental images of the CaF2(111) surface, we carried out
extensive quantum mechanical calculations of the tip-surface
interaction. Results clearly demonstrate that a silicon tip
could be responsible only for one type of image contrast and
the silicon tip-surface interaction is not strong enough to
explain the observed image contrast.
Tip-induced surface distortion has been identified as an
important component of the mechanism of contrast forma-
tion of insulator and semiconductor surfaces,16,21–23,25,26 but
direct observation of atomic displacements is impossible and
such theoretical predictions remain unconfirmed. However, it
has been demonstrated that atomic displacements strongly
depend on the tip-surface separation and their influence on
image patterns should depend on the smallest tip-surface dis-
tance in the course of tip oscillations.4 In this paper we
present direct theoretical simulations of experimental dy-
namic SFM images of an ionic surface at different tip-
surface distances. Experimental results demonstrate a quali-
tative transformation of the image pattern, fully reproduced
by the theoretical model. Theory shows that this transforma-
tion is directly related to the character of tip-induced dis-
placements of surface atoms, and this provides strong evi-
dence of the importance of ionic displacements in image
formation.
The absolute tip-surface distance cannot be directly mea-
sured experimentally, and generally it has been assumed that
the shortest tip-surface distances achieved in dynamic SFM
are far from ‘‘hard contact.’’ However, notions of contact and
distance in this context are ill defined due to strong chemical
interactions and dynamic relaxation involved. In general, ex-
periments show that one needs to achieve a very small tip-
surface distance to resolve surface features. Previous model-
ing suggested, however, that instabilities of surface and tip
ions caused by the tip-surface interaction at short distances
can lead to tip contamination and image changes,27 and that
these effects depend on tip and surface chemical structures.
Again, a direct comparison of experimental images at differ-
ent tip-surface distances with theoretical simulation may help
to determine real distances involved in these measurements.
Results presented here demonstrate that strong displacements
of tip and surface ions can have reversible character and the
stability of the dynamic SFM operation can be preserved,
even when approaching the surface to 0.275 nm.
To elucidate in detail the questions outlined above, we
discuss the experimental and theoretical methods in the Sec.
II, while in Sec. III we present results of simulations and
experimental images mainly representing the Ca21 sublattice
in contrast to our previous work focused on imaging the F2
sublattice.4,17 In Sec. IV we discuss the results of measure-
ments and simulations for different tip-surface distances.
Section V is focused on modeling the interaction of a silicon
tip with the CaF2(111) surface, and all the results are sum-
marized in Sec. VI. In the synopsis of the results we develop
a complete picture of the contrast mechanisms for this sys-
tem, and also explore the limits of comparison between ex-
periment and theory. Based on this understanding and using
the unique image features predicted and observed for this
system, we establish CaF2(111) as a reference surface and
tool for the calibration of tips in atomic resolution dynamic
scanning force microscopy.
II. METHODS
This work is based on experimental and theoretical meth-
ods described previously,4,16 and in this section we only
briefly revisit the main features relevant to the following
discussion. Experiments were performed with a commercial
scanning force microscope operated in the dynamic mode28
and in an ultrahigh vacuum system with a base pressure in
the low 1028 Pa range. We used cantilevers with a resonance
frequency between 60 and 80 kHz, and a spring constant
between 3 and 7 N/m. With respect to the dynamic mode of
the force microscope, an important feature is that we scan in
constant height mode, i.e., at a fixed tip-surface distance with
only slow adjustment ~low gain in the distance feedback con-
trol loop! to compensate for an inclination between imaging
and surface planes.4 Images are recorded in the forward and
backward directions sequentially line by line during one
complete scan of the surface. The influence of the distance
and amplitude control loops has been checked by an ex-
tended series of measurements involving a systematic varia-
tion of scan speed and feedback loop gain. We found that
none of the contrast features discussed here is artificially
created by these loops.
Simulations were performed with a model for all relevant
interaction forces, including microscopic chemical forces be-
tween ions or atoms at the tip end and surface ions, and
macroscopic van der Waals force between tip and surface.
Electrostatic forces due to work function differences, charg-
ing and polarization were also explored, but were found to be
negligible in this system in accordance with the experimental
procedure of compensating charges by a properly chosen
bias voltage. We explore two types of tip models that require
different treatments of the tip-surface interaction. To model a
tip covered by ionic material, such as a native oxide layer or
a CaF2 cluster adsorbed at the end of the tip, we use a 64–
atom MgO cube embedded into the macroscopic tip that is
represented as a conducting cone with a spherical apex.16
The cube can be oriented with either a Mg21 or O22 ion at
the apex, producing either a local positive or negative elec-
trostatic potential at the tip end, respectively. This was pre-
viously shown to qualitatively represent the potential of oxi-
dized or contaminated silicon tips and ionic clusters,29 and
has demonstrated good comparison with experiment on sev-
eral systems.4,23,30
In this model, chemical forces are calculated using a pe-
riodic atomistic simulation technique and the MARVIN2
code.31 The empirical parameters used for the tip, CaF2 sur-
face and tip-surface interactions are the same as in Ref. 4.
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The surface periodic cell is a cubic cluster of 63633 CaF2
units, as in our previous work.4 In the simulation, 44 atoms
of the nanotip closest to the surface and the top two layers of
the surface where allowed to relax with respect to inter-
atomic forces.
Two distinctly different atomic image patterns discussed
in this paper have been obtained reproducibly using different
tips. Since these image patterns do not depend on the van der
Waals contribution to the force from the macroscopic part of
the tip, throughout this work we use the same parameters of
the van der Waals interaction between the conical macro-
scopic part of the tip and the surface. These have been ob-
tained by fitting our model to one set of experimental force
vs distance curves4,32,33 in the long range interaction region,
assuming a Hamaker constant of 1 eV ~Ref. 34! and a neg-
ligible electrostatic contribution.
Although it is common experimental practice to bring tips
into contact with the surface prior to measurements, carefully
prepared, clean silicon tips are also an option for imaging
and might yield images of a different contrast, where the role
of covalent tip-surface interactions are significant. Therefore,
it is useful to explicitly calculate the interactions of a clean
silicon tip with the surface. For this study we must use more
complex theoretical methods to model the tip and tip-surface
interactions. These calculations have been performed using
the linear combination of atomic orbitals basis SIESTA
code,35,36 implementing the density functional theory with
the generalized gradient approximation, and the functional of
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof known as PBE.37 Core elec-
trons are represented by norm-conserving pseudopotentials
using the Troullier-Martins parametrization.36 The pseudopo-
tential for the silicon atom was generated in the electron
configuration @Ne#3s23p2, calcium in @Ar#4s2, and that for
fluorine in @1s2#2s22p5, where square brackets denotes the
core electron configurations.
In the final stage of modeling, the microscopic and mac-
roscopic forces are combined, and the cantilever oscillations
are simulated under the influence of the full tip-surface in-
teraction as in earlier studies.16 To match the experimental
procedure, simulated images are calculated in the constant
height mode as outlined in the previous section.
III. STANDARD IMAGES
Previous studies considered only a full theory versus ex-
periment comparison of images for a positively terminated
tip at one tip-surface separation.4,17 In this section the com-
parison is extended to results for tips with negative termina-
tion, as predicted by theory and now clearly observed also in
experiment.
We first discuss properties of simulated images at a single
height and compare them directly with experiment. Height
refers to the distance between the unrelaxed tip terminating
atom and the unrelaxed Ca21 sublattice in the lower turning
point of the oscillation. Simulated images discussed in this
section were produced for a tip height of 0.350 nm. At this
height, the simulated contrast matches the experimental av-
erage contrast, demonstrating a comparable interaction
strength. Note, however, that the interaction ranges strongly
depend on the true microscopic tip in an experiment, and any
references to distance based on contrast at one height can
only be considered as an estimate. The accuracy of height
estimates will be developed in a later section.
Figure 1~a! shows a simulated image and scanline ob-
tained with a negative potential tip at a 0.350-nm height. The
image demonstrates a clear circular or ‘‘disklike’’ contrast
with strongest brightness centered on the position of the
Ca21 ions in the surface @Ca~1! in Fig. 1#. The scanline
shows that contrast is dominated by a large peak over the
Ca21 ion, with a much smaller peak in between the high and
low fluorine ions. The smaller peak is due to a minimum in
repulsion between the tip and F2 ions; however, this peak is
so small in comparison to the main peak over Ca that it has
no visible effect on the contrast pattern in images.
The domination of Ca21 ions in the negative potential tip
contrast pattern has two components: ~i! The positive surface
potential over the Ca21 ions has a strong attractive interac-
tion with the negative potential from the tip. Figure 2~a!
clearly shows the domination of the attractive interaction
over the Ca21 ions. ~ii! As the tip approaches the surface, the
Ca21 ions displace toward it and the F2 ions are pushed into
the surface. Figure 2~b! shows that, at 0.350 nm over the
Ca~1! site, the Ca21 ion displaces by 0.118 nm outward, also
FIG. 1. ~a! Simulated image and ~b! cross section for a tip with a negative electrostatic potential scanned at a height of 0.350 nm. The
white line in the image is along the ^2¯11& direction and indicates the position of the cross section. Labels refer to ions from different
sublattices. Fluorine ions in the upper surface layer are denoted as high F2 ions @F~2!# and those in the third surface layer as low F2 ions
@F~3!#. The calcium layer @Ca~1!# in between the fluorine layers is the reference plane for the tip height.
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forcing the high F2 ion outward. However, as the tip moves
toward the F~2! site, the Ca21 ion drops back to the surface
and the high F2 ion is actually pushed in by 0.027 nm. The
low F2 ions @F~3!# are not displaced significantly from their
equilibrium positions at this scanning height. Displacement
of ions from the surface greatly increases the range of the
local surface electrostatic potential16 and increases tip-
surface interaction. In principle, a displacement of the tip
ions will also cause similar effects, however, the hardness of
MgO in comparison to CaF2 means that the tip ions do not
displace significantly. Note that in Fig. 2~b! the atom trajec-
tories represent snapshots from a static simulation. In a real
experiment the tip will oscillate for many cycles at a given
position, and the average interaction is measured—hence the
modeling approximates this average interaction with a single
static calculation at each tip position, rather than trying to
simulate the full dynamic process.
In most experiments, the tip is not highly symmetric as it
is assumed for simulation. Tip asymmetry often results in
atomic contrast differences in simultaneously recorded im-
ages along forward and backward scanning directions, and to
distortions within an image with respect to the real surface
symmetry. Figure 3 illustrates this case by showing images
for both scanning directions. These images clearly represent
the main features predicted by simulations for a tip with
negative termination. The contrast details, however, differ
significantly from the standard contrast pattern. Bright fea-
tures in the image of the forward direction ()) appear as
sharp spots with an additional dark spot next to them
whereas the image in the backward direction (() exhibits an
apparent duplication of features and they seem to be more
elongated and broader than those found in forward direction.
The apparent distortion of surface symmetry can be seen in
cross sections along equivalent ^2¯11& directions taken from
the image in backward direction (() and displayed on the
right side of Fig. 3. The shape and relative height of the
smaller peaks in between the large ones appear as signifi-
cantly different when cross sections 1, 2, and 3 taken in
equivalent directions are compared to each other. The large
peaks in cross-section 1 are broader and appear as split, un-
like that found in the cross-sections along the other direc-
tions. Previous calculations of asymmetric38 and rotated30
MgO tips demonstrated the sensitivity of contrast formation
to tip orientation and structure. However, a detailed under-
standing of the directional dependence of contrast in some
images is beyond the current model, and is the subject of
future study.
Careful tip preparation in the form of a repeated, gentle
contact between tip and surface can lead to tips which have a
highly symmetric sensing cluster at the end. As an example
for a measurement with a symmetric tip, in Fig. 4 we show
contrast patterns that are close to perfect in terms of the
standard image from Fig. 1. The recorded images along both
scanning directions exhibit exactly the same contrast features
of bright ions appearing as disks, and along equivalent ^2¯11&
directions the same contrast features can be identified except
for minor discrepancies in the relative height of the smaller
maximum.
We immediately see a clear qualitative and quantitative
agreement between experiment and theory. The smaller peak
is predicted from modeling to appear at a distance of
0.330 nm from the main peak over the Ca21 sublattice. If we
take over 70 experimental cross sections from images, we
find that the average position of the small peak is 0.320
60.050 nm, in excellent agreement with theory. Further-
more, the predicted peak-to-valley contrast of 6 Hz is found
in experiments. Combining these results with the previous
quantitative agreement for the triangular contrast pattern4,17
FIG. 2. Theoretical data from simulations with a negative elec-
trostatic potential tip: ~a! chemical force curves over the Ca and
high and low F atomic sites; ~b! full trajectories of atoms in a plane
as the tip follows the ^2¯11& scanline at a height of 0.350 nm. La-
bels Ca~1!, F~2! and F~3! are as in Fig. 1. The atoms shaded light
gray in the surface indicate initial positions of the most relevant
atoms when the tip is over Ca~1! ~leftmost tip position in figure!,
whereas atoms shaded dark gray are final positions when the tip is
over F~3! ~rightmost position!. Note that trajectories of only the
bottom four atoms ~one O22 ion and three Mg21 ions! of the tip
have been included.
FIG. 3. Experimental images and scanlines recorded with an
asymmetric tip. The images have been recorded along forward ())
and backward (() scanning directions. The frames on the right
represent scanlines of the three equivalent ^2¯11& directions, and
have been taken from the image in the backward direction. The
measurement was gained at a mean frequency detuning of
2146 Hz and with an oscillation amplitude of 35 nm.
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demonstrates that full interpretation has been achieved for
the two contrast patterns consistently seen in atomically re-
solved images of CaF2(111).
IV. DISTANCE DEPENDENCE OF CONTRAST
FORMATION
Since we have demonstrated both qualitative and quanti-
tative agreement between experiment and theory at a certain
tip height, it is interesting to explore whether agreement is
preserved for a range of heights. Figures 5~a!–5~c! show
experimental images at increasing average frequency detun-
ing i.e., reduced height. Figures 5~a! and 5~b! clearly show
the triangular contrast characteristic of imaging the fluorine
sublattice, although slight variations in image contrast can be
seen in both frames. Persistence of this pattern in experimen-
tal images obtained under different conditions shows that the
triangular contrast pattern is not a unique feature seen only at
a specific height, but is rather a distinct pattern related to the
sign of the tip potential. However, in the image correspond-
ing to closest approach, we see that the contrast pattern
changes considerably. Figure 5~c! shows a honeycomb pat-
tern, with all F2 sites now completely linked in bright con-
trast.
To understand whether this very distinct change in con-
trast could be explained within the same model as discussed
in Sec. III, we performed further extensive modeling. Figures
5~d!–5~h! show the development of contrast in simulated
images as the scanning height is reduced. Figure 5~d! dem-
onstrates that even at the very large distance of 0.500 nm the
triangular contrast pattern is present. It is unlikely, however,
that the small chemical forces acting at this tip-surface dis-
tance could be detected by room temperature experiments.
As the tip approaches the surface @Figs. 5~e! and 5~f!#, theory
predicts that the triangular pattern becomes more vivid, as
seen in the experimental images. At a 0.275-nm tip height,
simulated images develop the honeycomb contrast pattern, as
shown in frame ~g!, that nicely corresponds to the observed
contrast in the closest approach experimental image Fig.
5~c!. In frame ~h! corresponding to a 0.250-nm tip height, the
honeycomb pattern develops some internal structure, how-
ever, this will most probably not be accessible by experiment
as tip instability is expected to occur for this small tip-
surface distance.
Further agreement between experiment and simulation
can be seen by comparing the systematic change in experi-
mental and theoretical scanlines upon reducing the tip-
surface distance. Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show that for large
tip-surface separation, both experimental and theoretical
curves exhibit the large peak/small shoulder feature charac-
teristic for the triangular contrast pattern. However, as the tip
approaches the surface, the magnitude of the shoulder in-
creases until, for scanlines from the honeycomb images, it is
clear that the shoulder is at least equal to the original main
peak. In fact, scanlines from experimental closest approach
show that the shoulder is larger than the main peak, a feature
which occurs in the simulated scanlines at a distance of
0.250 nm. Also note that, despite the simplistic tip model,
the magnitude of contrast as a function of distance in experi-
ment and theory agrees well. Over an experimental average
detuning change of -19 Hz @Figs. 6~a!–6~c!# the average con-
trast changes from about 4–10 Hz, whereas theory predicts a
FIG. 4. Experimental images and scanlines recorded with a symmetric tip demonstrating ‘‘disklike’’ contrast. The images have been
recorded in forward ()) and backward (() scanning directions and the scanlines have been taken along the three equivalent ^2¯11&
directions ~1!, ~2! and ~3! from both images. The measurement was gained at a mean frequency detuning of 283 Hz and with an oscillation
amplitude of 48 nm.
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change from 4–7 Hz contrast for a change of -26 Hz in
average detuning @Figs. 6~e!–6~h!#. This suggests that there
is good correspondence in the increase of strength in inter-
action as a function of distance.
A more thorough understanding of this agreement in con-
trast development requires studying in detail the changes in
forces and atomic displacements as the tip approaches the
surface. Figure 7~a! gives the chemical force over the rel-
evant sites in the CaF2 surface as a function of distance for a
tip with positive termination. For distances larger than
0.400 nm, the curves are as one would expect them, i.e., we
find repulsion over the positive Ca21 ion and attraction
above the F2 ions. Note, however, that when the macro-
scopic van der Waals interaction is included, the overall tip-
surface interaction is always attractive, as is required for
stable dynamic SFM operation. From the ionic interaction,
we find some attraction over the low F2 ion and stronger
attraction over the high F2 ion. Moving closer than
0.400 nm, we observe that the attraction over the high F2
ions reduces and increases over the low F2 sites, until
FIG. 5. ~a!–~c! Experimental images taken as the tip approaches the surface ~Ref. 4! by increasing the mean detuning (2121, 2127, and
2140 Hz). ~d!–~g! Simulated images at 0.500, 0.375, 0.325, 0.275 and 0.250 nm using a positive potential tip. The scale of the images is
shown in Fig. 6.
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around 0.320 nm the greatest attraction is now over the low
F2 site. This behavior can be understood by looking at
atomic displacements as the tip approaches. At 0.350 nm
there is strong displacement of the high F2 ion @F~2!# toward
the tip @see Fig. 7~b!#, producing a very strong attractive
interaction, however, as the tip moves closer, this F2 ion is
driven back into the surface and the force is reduced. Frame
~c! shows that the high F2 ion has been pushed effectively
back into its original lattice position at a tip-surface separa-
tion of 0.250 nm. However, when the tip is over the low F~3!
site, we see very little movement of the closest high F2 ion,
but in fact, aided by the proximity of the Ca21 ion, there is a
much smaller barrier for displacement of the high F2 ion
from the next nearest row @ion F~4!#. Frame ~d! shows how
the next nearest high F2 ion displaces very strongly to the tip
at 0.325 nm when it is over the F~3! site.
In summary, at a distance of 0.500 nm the interaction with
the high F2 atom dominates, and we see only relatively
small shoulders in scanlines over the low F2 sites. As the tip
approaches, the nearest high F2 ion is pushed into the sur-
face, reducing its dominance, and the interaction with the
low F2 and the next nearest high F2 ion increases the rela-
tive size of the shoulder. This corresponds to the increasing
vividness of the triangular contrast pattern in images. Finally,
the contribution from the high F2 ion is balanced by the
contribution from the low F2 /next high F2 ion, and the
main peaks and shoulders are equivalent in scanlines, and it
is this equivalence which produces the characteristic honey-
comb contrast pattern.
Simulated images produced at tip-surface distances lower
than 0.275 nm actually predict that a quasitriangular contrast
pattern will reappear; however, the orientation of the tri-
angles would then be reversed. Interaction over the low F2
sites would dominate, and it is over the high F2 sites that the
smaller shoulders would appear. As yet this type of contrast
pattern change has not been observed in experiments on
CaF2 and might never be observable as severe tip instability
is likely to occur at such a small tip-surface distance.
V. IDEAL SILICON TIP
In this section, we extend the discussion to a nonionic tip,
which is modeled by pure silicon. On more reactive, semi-
conducting surfaces, it has been shown that for a pure silicon
tip, contrast is dominated by the onset of bonding between
dangling bonds in the tip and surface,18,22 and such bonding
was recently explored in detail experimentally.39 Here we
explore how this kind of tip interacts with an ionic surface.
To represent a pure silicon tip, we use a ten atom silicon
cluster, with its base terminated by hydrogen. This has been
shown previously19,22 to provide a good model of a clean
silicon tip with a single dangling bond at the apex. The
smaller size of the silicon cluster compared to the MgO cube
allows us to use a correspondingly smaller surface size, and
the crystal is here simulated by a cluster of 43433 CaF2
units. The bottom two layers of the tip and the top two layers
of the surface are allowed to relax with respect to atomic
forces, as in the previous simulations.
Figure 8 shows calculated tip-surface forces as the silicon
tip approaches the Ca21, high F2, and low F2 sites in the
CaF2 surface. It is clear that contrast in images with a silicon
tip would be dominated by interaction with the high F2 sub-
lattice, and to a lesser extent the low F2 sublattice. The
interaction with Ca21 is much weaker, and enters repulsion
at larger tip height ~about 0.330 nm) than over the F2 sites
~about 0.250 nm). The interaction between the tip and the
F2 ions is due to the onset of covalent bonding between Si
and F2, involving charge transfer from the F2 ions into
bonding states. At a 0.300-nm tip height, the charge transfer
is 0.18e for the high F2 ion, but only 0.02e for the low F2
ion ~based on Mulliken population analysis40!. Over Ca,
there is no charge transfer until small heights ~about
0.300 nm), where charge is actually transferred from the
neighboring high F2 site to the tip. However, at this point the
tip has already entered the repulsive interaction region and
the effect is negligible.
If we now compare the silicon tip force curves with those
in Fig. 7~a!, we see qualitatively the same behavior in the
range between 0.300 and 0.500 nm: a very weak interaction
beyond 0.450 nm, the largest interaction over high F2, the
weakest interaction over Ca21, and low F2 somewhere be-
tween. Note that the onset of repulsion over the Ca21 site
even occurs at qualitatively the same position as in Fig. 7~a!,
at the maximum in attraction over the high F2 site. This
agreement implies that a pure silicon tip could only produce
a triangular contrast pattern, as for the positive potential
FIG. 6. Comparison of ~a!–~c! experimental and ~d!–~h! simu-
lated scanlines taken at the positions of white lines from the images
in Fig. 5.
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ionic tip at medium to long range. At smaller ranges, the
differences in force for the ionic tip are due to the strong
displacements induced by the tip approach, in agreement
with experiment ~see Sec. IV!. Note that, for the silicon tip,
interaction forces are considerably smaller than for the ionic
tip and, therefore, displacements for a pure silicon tip are
much smaller. Over the Ca21 ions, there is almost no surface
ion displacement until very small tip-surface separations
when the Ca21 directly underneath the tip is pushed in. Over
the high F2 site, at 0.350 nm the F2 ion under the tip is at a
maximum displacement of 0.040 nm toward the tip, before
being pushed back in. There is no significant displacement of
the low F2, or any atoms not directly underneath the tip.
Due to the softness of the silicon tip in comparison to the
ionic MgO tip, tip atom relaxations play a more significant
role in the interaction. Over the high F2 there is no signifi-
cant displacement of the apex Si atom toward the surface,
but at a 0.300-nm tip height it is displaced by 0.025 nm into
the tip due to strong repulsion from the proximity of the F2.
Over the Ca21 ion a similar process occurs, but the tip apex
displacement at the same height is only 0.010 nm. These tip
atom relaxations slightly reduce the overall tip-surface inter-
action, but would have no significant influence on images
due to their short-range and small magnitude. However, it is
possible that for other, even softer, tips, this contribution
could be relevant in contrast formation.
Comparing the magnitude of force curves for the two dif-
ferent tips, we recognize immediately that the force between
a pure silicon tip and the CaF2 surface is much less than for
a positive potential ionic tip. At first sight, one might expect
that there is a strong interaction between Si and F, as F is a
very reactive species. However, in this case we are effec-
tively dealing with F2 ions with a full outer shell, not atoms,
and there is no possibility of the large charge transfer char-
acteristic of Si and F interacting in atomic form. If we cal-
culate the maximum possible contrast for a pure silicon tip
imaging CaF2, it is about 2 Hz—several times smaller than
that seen for simulations with an ionic tip, and, more signifi-
FIG. 7. Theoretical data from simulations with a positive electrostatic potential tip: ~a! chemical force curves over the Ca, high and low
F atomic sites; full trajectories of atoms in a plane as the tip follows the ^2¯11& scanline. The tip-surface distances are ~b! 0.350 nm, ~c!
0.250 nm, and ~d! 0.325 nm. Labels Ca~1!, F~2!, and F~3! are as in Fig. 1. The atoms shaded light gray indicate initial positions of the most
relevant atoms when the tip is over Ca~1! ~leftmost tip position in figure!, whereas atoms shaded dark gray are final positions when the tip
is over F~3! ~rightmost position!. F~4! is a high fluorine atom out of the plane, but its trajectory has been projected on to the same plane as
the other atoms for clarity. Note that trajectories of only the bottom four atoms ~one Mg21 ion and three O22 ions! of the tip have been
included.
FIG. 8. Simulated force curves taken over the Ca, high and low
F sites in the CaF2 ~111! surface with a pure silicon tip.
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cantly, in experiments. This is a consequence of both the
weaker attraction to the F2 ions, and the lack of medium-
range repulsion over Ca21 ions, reducing the overall con-
trast.
VI. DISCUSSION
Although interpretation of dynamic SFM measurements
remains far from trivial, we have shown that by combining
experiment and theory a significant understanding can be
achieved even from simple models. By representing two ex-
ample ionic tips, with opposite signs of the electrostatic po-
tential at the apex, it is possible to interpret a wide variety of
contrast patterns seen in different experiments, with different
tips and at different scanning heights. The agreement seen, in
contrast patterns and contrast magnitude, between theory and
experiment as the tip approaches the surface, encourages the
use of theory as a reference for distance in experiments. Al-
though utmost accuracy will always depend on a precise
modeling of the tip, the distance dependence of surface de-
formations and contrast patterns can be well reproduced with
simple tip models.
An overall comparison of the ionic and silicon tip models
suggests that the ionic tip model clearly provides a more
consistent agreement with available experiments on the
CaF2(111) surface. In particular, the magnitude of possible
contrast predicted with the silicon tip is much smaller than
seen in experiments. In additions, the nature of the silicon
force curves implies that only the triangular contrast pattern
could be imaged with the same tip. Tip contamination ~by,
for example, fluorine! would be required to explain disklike
~and other! contrast patterns. This is an important result,
since the experimental practice of using unsputtered tips and
bringing them into contact with the surface before imaging
surely prohibits a clean silicon tip in most cases. A theoreti-
cal modeling demonstrates that the sign of the electrostatic
potential of the nanocluster at the tip apex is crucial in de-
termining the contrast pattern.
Assuming the validity of the ionic tip model, we observe
strong displacements of the surface ions, which significantly
contribute to image contrast formation. These displacements
are of the order of the tip-surface separation ~defined with
respect to the frozen tip and surface! already at relatively
large tip-surface distances of about 0.350 nm. This blurs the
notion of tip-surface distance and suggests a much more dy-
namic picture of the contact area. We consider the very good
agreement of different image patterns at different frequency
detuning values predicted theoretically and obtained experi-
mentally as a strong confirmation of this model, and of the
existence of ion displacements. Note, however, that the simu-
lations are performed at 0 K, and the real displacements of
the tip and surface atoms will depend on temperature. The
dynamic picture would be much more colourful, similar to
that discussed in Refs. 24, 27, and 41, although it may not
give any deeper insight into the contrast mechanisms. It is
also interesting to note that the complex surface deforma-
tions seen with an ionic tip are not present for a silicon tip.
Instead we observe stronger tip atom displacements at short
tip-surface distances.
We should also note that the ab initio results obtained
with the silicon tip are, to our knowledge, the first of this
kind on ionic surfaces—they demonstrate a quite significant
electron density transfer between the tip and the surface con-
tributing to the strength of the tip-surface interaction. This
interesting and important result should be much more pro-
nounced on other surfaces with smaller band gaps. CaF2 has
one of the widest band gaps of about 12 eV, and hence a
relatively large band offset of the fluorine valence band and
the conduction band of silicon. Most insulators have much
smaller gaps and band offsets, and are expected to exhibit a
much larger electron transfer. This, in turn, should lead to
much stronger tip-surface interaction. For thin insulating
films on metal substrate this effect can be controlled by an
applied voltage,42 and, therefore, it might be extremely inter-
esting to study the voltage dependence of image contrast on
these systems using conductive silicon tips.
Finally, we point out that the unprecedented level of de-
tailed understanding of dynamic SFM imaging of the
CaF2(111) surface and the relative ease of its preparation
suggests that it can be used as a reference for determining tip
polarity, studying molecular adsorption and manipulation.
The proposed interpretation of two types of images for the
CaF2(111) surface can also be used to determine the chemi-
cal identity of imaged features on other surfaces with similar
structure.11
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